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SESSION 2019-20 
CLASS-III 

 

ENGLISH 

1. Read story book L-1 to 5 

2. Complete cursive writing till Page No. 26  

3. Learn Poem If I knew 

4. Do comprehension 1 (Page No. 88-89) in book only. 

5. Write a paragraph on A4 size sheet (In Attractive way)  

Topic My Mother –Paste your mom picture also. 

6. Make one big cutout of any cartoon character (A3 size) and prepare 7-8 sentences on it 

for class presentation. 

7. Read daily. 

 

 

MATHS 

1. Make a model on any topic 

(a) Clock 

(b) Patterns using various shapes on A-3 size sheets 

2. Learn tables 2 to 15 

3. Do 3 questions each of Addition and Subtraction (4-digit) in a separate copy daily. 

4. Do activity -1 Even and odd numbers in Lab book. 

SCIENCE 

1. Do the activity given on Page (15) of book and bring the plant (labelled) when ask by the 

teacher. 

2. Make a model of nest of any bird. 

OR 

3. Make your own bird feeder (see page 51 of your book) 

4. Paste cutting of any five science new from newspaper in science notebook. 



 

 

SOCIAL SCIENCE 

1. Paste pictures of different clothes of states of India in notebook. 

2. Make a chart of size ‘A-4’ shows festivals of different states. 

3. Do Ex H of L-4 on book. 

4. Make an album with pictures of anyone place you visited during holidays. 

5. Make a model of globe (use ball and do yourself. 

DRAWING 

1. Do all the Topic  

2. Rakhi Designing with the waste material . 

3. Make a paper weight by rope /jute. 

4. Draw any bold picture of your choice and complete with crap paper boils. 

COMPUTER 

1. Learn whole classwork done in notebook, there will written test after holidays. 

2. Make flash cards of parts of a computer. 

3. Design a card for your teacher. Say how she inspires you. 

 

HAPPY 

VACATIONS 


